CROSSWORD
No. 15,977 Set by ARMONIE

ACROSS
1  The Parisian is after Penny with exceptional piece of cake (6)
4  Stands at the game to see Queen in shadows (8)
10 Report set out for dissident (9)
11 Seduce casual worker given time (5)
12 Communist sees Tory leader? Rubbish! (4)
13 Bill arrests staff of delivery supervisor (10)
15 Officer is eating meat of antelope (7)
16 Caught German with new material (6)
19 Olympian formerly in car club (6)
21 Charge makes Peter go wild (7)
23 Length of time in a resort (10)
25 Apprentice dined and departed (4)
27 British invader is no good when soused in drink (5)
28 Defender gets a game point (9)
29 Emphasised the sweet courses, on reflection (8)
30 Mountain trail heading west in Asia (6)

DOWN
1  Wally the pickpocket succeeded with credit (8)
2  Nothing girl put in hollow hides smell (9)
3  Misrepresented a song (4)
5  Unpredictable vermin found in Morecambe (7)
6  Taking back engineer’s drawing (10)
7  Officer came across space traveller (5)
8  Parody’s met with anger (6)
9  Son removed small piles of corn (6)
14 Vile lesson corrupted beauty (10)
17 On choosing to conceal age (9)
18 Lead pets around column (8)
20 Detective in maturity becomes mean (7)
21 One for every boy (6)
22 Fights for waste food (6)
24 Soldier’s spirit upset in Africa (5)
26 Go off English church leader (4)